Ladybug

Cut 1
(black)

Cut 1
(black)

Pupa
Cut (orange)
Cut small stripes to add to the pupa

Cut 2
Leaf (for eggs and 1 for pupa)

Larva
Cut 2
(stripes (red))

Larva
Cut 1
(black)

Larva
Cut 1
(black)

- Egg
  - Cut several to a leaf
Housefly

Cut 2 - white

Cut 1 - dark green
dark green

Larva
cut 2

- Egg - cut several and attach to a black background

- Pupa - cut 2
fledgling
Cut 3

Beak
Cut 3

Cut 2
Yellow

Dark Brown
Cut 2

Cut 2 of Red
Newborn dog
Cut 2

Bird eggs, nestlings
Cut 3

Beaks - cut 1 each

< Cut a slit -> Bird nest
Cut 3

gut ear dog ear
Adult dog

Cut 1

Cut 2
Adult dog 2

Cut 1
Alligator nest

On one side, glue eggs and

Surround them with scrap pieces

for grass. On the other side glue

Cut 2